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ABSTRACT 
An algorithm is presented yielding substitutions (finite automata) for linear shift 
register sequences over finite fields. Some computational applications of these substi- 
tutions are discussed, and connections to both Berlekamp’s and Niederreiter’s factor- 
ization algorithms polynomials over finite fields are established. 0 EZseuier Science 
Inc., 1996 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a computationally easy algorithm is described which allows 
one to construct explicitly substitutions-an equivalent concept to finite 
automata (cf. [3]) for every given linear shift register sequence over a finite 
field IF,. These substitutions are in some sense a “multipurpose tool” when 
dealing with shift register sequences. They allow fast access to the elements 
of such sequences, and furthermore, they are useful for the computation of 
the order of the corresponding characteristic polynomials and their prime 
polynomial decompositions. The last point is of particular interest in that this 
approach leads to the factorization method of Berlekamp (cf. [I]), and, 
surprisingly, we encounter almost exactly the “optimized’ version of Nieder- 
reiter’s factorization method recently developed in [ 111. 
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As mentioned in the beginning, substitutions are equivalent to finite 
automata, which obviously exist for the eventually periodic shift register 
sequences. The important thing is that we present a general and explicit 
construction for such substitutions or automata possessing some interesting 
features. The construction was motivated by the work of v. Haeseler, Peitgen, 
and Skordev (cf. [6] or [7]), who used substitutions to describe the self-similar 
evolution patterns generated by a certain class of cellular automata. 
2. DEFINITION OF SUBSTITUTIONS 
Throughout the whole paper let N denote the nonnegative integers, and 
lfq a finite field with q elements and characteristic p. 
We introduce m-substitution and their corresponding m-substitution 
operators. These are methods to generate a class of sequences in Eq called 
m-automatic sequences. Substitutions or equivalently finite automata can be 
considered in a much more general context; cf. e.g. [2] or [S]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let S = Ft be the d-dimensional vector spaces over 
the finite field ffq, and m be a positive integer. For each 0 < j Q m - 1 a 
component mapping IJ (8 : S + S is given. The mapping 5 : S -+ S[ X] which 
is given by 
m-1 
+) = C p)(u)xj 
j=O 
is called an m-substitution. S is the symbol set of 5. 
An m-substitution f induces a so-called m-substitution operator 
t: S[[Xll + fxx11 f rom the 
into itself, which is defined by 
lFq-vector space of formal power series over S 
i foUiXi = i C(q)X”‘. 
i. i i=O 
Now, let E,(X) E S[[ Xl] be given. Then we define for /_L E N 
E,+,(X) := t&)(X) 
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and obtain the substitution sequence { E,}P E N of 5 in S. To consider the 
convergence of {E,} we introduce the metric d, on S[[ Xl]. Let E(X) = 
Cu,X’, F(X) = cw,X” E S[[X]]. If E(X) = F(X), then d,(E, F) := 0. 
Otherwise, we set k := min{i E Nlvi # wi} and define d,( E, F) := (1 + 
k>-l. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let {s,}” E N be a sequence in [F,. Then (s,) is called 
m-automatic if there exists a symbol space S = [Fd, an m-substitution opera- 
tor f with fured point E,(X) = Cu, Xi E S[[ Xi, and an output function 
o: S --f [F,, such that 
for all n E N. In this situation we also say that {s,} is generated by 5. 
The fured points of a substitution operator, i.e. essentially all automatic 
sequences generated by a given substitution, can be easily determined, as the 
next proposition shows. A proof of this proposition can be found in [2]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 5 : S --f S[ X] be an m-substitution with compo- 
neni mappings f(j) : S -+ S. Then E,(X) = Co,X’ E S[[ X]] is a fixed point 
of 5 if and only if E, = 1 im EP, where {E,) is the substitution sequence (If [ 
with E,(X) := ZIP and [(‘)(oo) = vo. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF SUBSTITUTIONS FOR LINEAR SHIFT 
REGISTER SEQUENCES 
The main result of this section is the explicit construction of q-substitu- 
tions for linear shift register sequences in 1F,. We only use some basic 
properties of linear shift register sequences in this paper. An extensive 
discussion of this topic can be found in [9]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let C be the (Fy-vector space of sequence in [F,, and 
T:C+Cdefinedby(s,)~{s,+, } be the shift operator on 2. A sequence 
(s,} E I: is a (homogeneous) linear shij3 register sequence (LSRS) of order d 
if there exists a manic polynomial r( X> E FJ X ] of degree d such that 
r(T){s,} = 0. 
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The polynomial r(X) is known as the characteristic polynomial of {s,}. 
S(r) c 2 denotes the vector space of all LSRSs with characteristic polyno- 
mial r(X). The values sa, . . . , s~_~ are called initial values of the LSRS of 
{s,). The LSRS {u,) E S(r) with initial values 0, 0, . . . , 0,l is the impulse 
response sequence (IRS) of r( X >. 
Let r(X) E E,J X] be a manic polynomial of degree d, and {CL,,} its 
corresponding impulse response sequence. Now we explicitly construct a 
q-substitution 5,. : S + S[ X 1, S = [F:, which generates the IRS {u,). For an 
arbitrary v = (v,,, . . . , 
sider the expression 
vd_i)r E S set v(X) := Cf:,iviXi E ffJX] and con- 
r*( X)g-lv( X4) = Ca(v)iXi, 
where r*(X) := Xdr(X-‘) is the reciprocal polynomial of r(X). Finally, we 
define for 0 < j < q - 1 the component mappings l,.(j) by 
&.(j)(o) := (a(v)(d-IXq-l)+jl...,a(D)(d-l)q+j)T. (1) 
The induces q-substitution f; is called the q-substitution of {u,}. Note that 
&. : S --f S[ X ] is a linear mapping. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {u,} be the IRS of the characteristic polynomial 
4x1 E F,[Xl ofdeg ree d, and 5,. be the q-substitution of {u,}. Further, let 
{t,) be the sequence of d-symbols of {u,}, i.e. t, := (un, . . . , u,+~_ l>T E S 
= Et. Zf {E,} is th e substitution sequence of f; with E,( X> = t,, then 
q’-I 
E,(X) = c t,X” 
n=O 
for all p E N. 
Proof. It suffices to show that &.(j)(t,> = tq,+j for all n E N. Then the 
theorem follows by induction. 
We have l/r*(X) = C:= ,,u, +d- r X” (cf. 19, Chapter 8.3]), and we can 
calculate 
r*(x)4'+1-l = r* ( X9'+') 1 =- 
r*(x) r*(x) 
+xq'+tfo(x) 
= “Y’ U,+d_lXn + x9’+& X), (2) 
n=O 
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where f,,( X 1, fiC X ) E FJ X 11. Ch oose an arbitrary n E N and take a p E N, 
such that n + d + 1 < qp. It follows u = t, that 
r*(x) 9’-1 = g,(X) + X”-d+‘U( X) + x”+‘g,( X) 
with certain g,(X), gi(X) E IF,[XI, deg g,(X) < n - d or g,,(X) = 0 if 
n < d. Hence 
= r*( X)‘-‘g,( X9) + X9(n-d+1)r*( X)9-1u( X9) 
+ X9(“+l)r*( X)9-1gl( X9). (3) 
We have also 
q(2d- 1)-d 
r*(X)‘- lf4X9) = x0 +4X”, 
and a comparison of coefficients between (2) and (3) yields that 
a(u)(9-1xd-l)+k+j = Uqn+k+j 
for 0 < k < d - 1 and 0 <j Q q - 1. Notice that du)(q-,)(d-l)+k+j is the 
coefficient of the term X9n-d+1+k+j in (3) which is completely determined 
by r*(X)9p10(X9). Finally, we return to the definition (1) and obtain 
&(j)(u) = (u(u)(d-IX9-l)ti,...,a(c)(d-1)9+j)T 
+(U9n+j>***,u9n+j+d-L)Ti 
i.e. &.(j’(t,> = t,,+j. 
REMARK 3.1. 
(i) In particular E,( X> = C: = ,t, X” is a fixed point of &, i.e., (u,} is 
q-automatic. In fact, {u,} is even p-automatic, q = p”. To see this one has to 
alter the definition (1). Let o = (uO,. . . , u~_~)~ E S = F: and G(X) = 
CfIi u/‘X ‘. Consider 
r*( X)“-‘G( Xp) = Cb(u),X’ 
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anddefineforO<j<p-I 
Again, the induced substitution operator fr possesses the fixed point E,( X ), 
but, contrary to &., the substitution is in general not a linear mapping. 
(ii> In [6] and [7] so-called matrix substitution systems (MS%) u were 
introduced to model the evolution of a certain class of cellular automata 
(CAs). The theory developed in these papers especially applies to linear CAs 
represented by a polynomial r(X) E LF,[X]. The corresponding MSS (+ is 
described by a matrix with component mappings ( crij& G i, j G g_ i. If l,* is the 
substitution of the impulse response sequence (u,} E S(r*) with component 
mappings &.Y’, then &Y’ = a;l_ ij. 
4. PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS 
In this section we demonstrate how q-substitutions allow fast access to the 
elements of linear shift register sequences. Additionally, properties of these 
substitutions are studied, and finally, connections to both Berlekamp’s and 
Niederreiter’s factorization algorithms for polynomials over finite fields are 
established. 
CONSEQUENCE 4.1. Let {u,} be the IRS with characteristic polynomial 
r(X) E ff$X] of degree d and q-substitution f;. Furthermore, let E,(X) = 
Ct,X” be the fired point of f with t, = (u”, . . . , u,,+~_~)~. Then there 
exists for every LSRS {s,} E S( ) r 
of the form 
a unique linear output mapping 0 : S + LFq 
o(q),..., xd-J = b,x, + ... +bd_lxd-l, 
whereb,,..., bd_l E LFq, such that s, = o(t,) for all n E N. 
Proof. If Is,] E S(r), then exists a unique polynomial s(X) = 
CfiJbd_l_iXi E F&X] (cf. [9, Chapter 8.3]), such that 
5 s,xn = -g) = s(X) E ff”+d_lXn. 
n=O n=O 
Hence 0(x0,. . . , xd_l) := box,, + ..* +bd_lxd_l yields o(t,) = s, for all 
n E N. n 
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CONSEQUENCE 4.2. Let the assumptions of Consequence (4.1) be ful- 
filled. Let l:j’, 0 <j < q - 1, be the component mappings of 5,. Zf n E 
N, n > 0, is given, then 
where n = cf = oni qi is the q-adic expansion of n with n, z 0. 
We omit the simple proof of Consequence 4.2. Both Consequences 4.1 
and 4.2 show that substitutions allow a fast access on elements of Is,,] E S(r) 
(cf. also [4]>. We use this feature to design an algorithm which computes the 
order of an irreducible polynomial r( X> E F4[ X] of degree d. The order of 
r(X) is defined by ord(r(X)) := min{e > Olr(X) divides X” - 1). The 
order divides qd - 1 and the minimal period of the IRS {u,} with character- 
istic polynomial r(X) equals ord(r( X)) (cf. [9, Chapters 8.1, 8.211, i.e., if {t,) 
is the sequence of d-symbols of (u,), we have t, = t, and t, + t, for 
0 < n < e, where e = ord( r( Xl). Th e o owing algorithm determines the f 11 
first repetition of t, in {t,) which provides the order of r(X) (cf. [B, Chapter 
3.51 or [9, Chapter 3.11). 
ALGORITHM 4.1 (Computing the order of an irreducible polynomial). 
1. Set up 5,. for the irreducible polynomial T( X> E F4[ X ] of degree d. Let 
qd - 1 = l-If= 1 pkl be the prime factor decomposition. 
2. Let e := qd - 1. 
3. Check by using the method of Consequence 4.2 if 
t, = t, = (0 >--*> 0, 1) for n =e/p,andi = l,...,l. (*) 
4. If ( * > holds for some i, then set e := e/pi and go to step 3. Otherwise, e 
is the order of r(X). 
The main motivation for the further discussion is the problem of deter- 
mining all q-automatic sequences which are modeled by the same given 
substitution 5, for a fmed polynomial r(X) E ff4[ X]. It is a natural question 
in the context of substitutions, and we know from Proposition 2.1 that we 
have to specify the futed points of the component mapping {Jo’. Therefore, it 
is necessary to analyze the component mappings of i;. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let {u,) be the IRS of the squarefree characteristic 
polynomial r( X> E [FJ X] of okg ree d. Furthermore, let 5, be the q-substitu- 
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tion of {u,) with component mappings l(j) : S -+ S, S = K-t, and let (t,} be 
the sequence of d-symbols of {u,}. Let r(X) = Hfzlrj(X) be the prime 
polynomial &composition, and choose a root CY~ of r,(X) [in the extension 
field Ri = Eqdi, di = deg ri(X)]. C onsider the direct product R := R, X a.0 X 
R,, which forms a ring under componentwise addition and multiplication. 
Let g := (ix,, . . . ) a,) E R. The map P : S -+ R defined by t, c) g” is a 






commutes for Tj : R -+ R, (x,, . . . , x,> -+ gj(~f,. . . , xf>. 
Proof. Firstly, we show that the conjugation P is well defined. Since 
d {u,) is an IRS, the system {ti},c,, ’ is a basis of the ffq-vector space S. The 
system {~i},~~O1 constitutes a basis of R. We define the vector space isomor- 
phism P : S + R on the basis by 
ti - (a;,..., a:) 
for i = 0, . . . , d - 1 and by linear extension. Now, let g’” = Cf$iAigi, Ai E 
[F,. There exist unique ei E Ri, such that u, = Ck= iTr/k(Oj LY,P) for all n E N 
(cf. 181 or 1911, where Tr:i denotes the trace function %rom R, to [F,. From 






P(t,) = c hiP(ti) = c A& = g”, 
i=o i=O 
which is just the definition of the theorem. The commutativity of the diagram 
follows from 
Pl’j’(tJ = P(tg,+j) = g9”+j = ?;(gi) = ?;.P(t,) 
for i = 0,. . . , d - 1. n 
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From now on we assume that the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let V := [F;, and f(X) := a,X” + un_iXn-’ 
+ ... +n,X + a, E lFq[X]. If n = (ua,...,u,_r)r E V, then 
is called the initial polynomial of u with respect to f(X). 
REMARK 4.1. Let Is,] E S(r), 2; := (.x0,. . . , .s~_~), and s,(X) be the 
initial polynomial w.r.t. r*(X). Then Cx,X” = s,(X)/r*(X). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let u E S, and s,(X) be the initial polynomial w.r.t. 
r* ( X ). Then 
P(u) = q(y), 
where g(X) := Xd-‘s 0 (X-l). 
Proof. Let 0 = (u,, . . ..~~_i)~ E S, and s,(X) = CfZJpiXi be the 
initial polynomial of u w.r.t. r*(X) = Y&,uiX’, where a, = 1. We have the 
unique representative o = Cfz”,Ai ti, and 
P(u) = CAiP(ti) = Ch$J’. 
We have to show that hi = p,_, _i for i = 0,. . . , d - 1. Set 
( WI)>. . * 3 Wd_l)T := ypd_l_iti = <y [dgz_l_i_juj)t;. 
i=O i=o j=o 
For all I we have 
W’I = i &&_,+,-j-i vj 
i 
l-j 
j=o i=O 1 
= i ( u&1+l_j + ~“~u&l+~-j_*)uj = ul, 
j=O i=l 
i.e. v = Ct:tpd_ i _{ ti and because of the uniqueness of the representation 
we conclude that hi = kdP r _ i. n 
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CONSEQUENCE 4.3. Let w E S, and be s,(X) the initial polynomial 
w.r.t. r*(X). Then 
[‘“‘(w) = w - r B(g) E IF; - qxy -.5(X) = O(modr(X)), 
where s’(X) = x d- ‘s,( X-l 1. Furthermore, 
gcd(r*( X), s,(X)) = J-Ior:(X)~ 
where (Em, . . . , q.) := P(w). 
Proof. The first part can be derived from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 
4.2. The vector spaces of fmed points of 5,“’ and of the Frobenius mapping 
in R are isomorphic via P. 
For the second part consider (er, . . . , l k) = P(w). From Theorem 4.2 it 
follows that (er, . . . , Q) = Z(g). Then ei = 0 if and only if s’(ai) = 0, i.e. if 
r,(X) divides g(X) or r,*(X) divides s,(X). n 
Finally, Consequence 4.3 solves our problem of determining the f=ed 
points of &. (O) We see that this problem is equivalent (via the conjugation P) . 
to solving 
f(X)’ -f(X) = O(mod r( X)), (4) 
which is exactly Berlekamp’s method for factoring polynomials over finite 
fields (cf. [l]). If we define the so-called Berlekamp matrix B,(r) = 
(bij)o<i,j<d-r 
solutions of 
by Xi4 = Cf:,‘bij Xj(mod r( Xl), then one has to find the 
[B,(r)T -11” = o (5) 
to solve (41, where Z denotes the identity matrix. 
This connection also means that we can use the solutions of the linear 
system J,“‘(w) = w for factoring the polynomial r(X) as well (cf. second 
part of Consequence 4.3). Let M,(r) be the matrix of &(;‘O) relative to the 
standard basis of S; then we obtain the system 
[Mg(r) -I]” = 0. (6) 
Surprisingly, the linearization (6) of the factorization problem almost coin- 
cides with the method presented by Niederreiter recently (cf. e.g. [LO-121). 
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Niederreiter considers all solutions h( X) E [F$ X ] of the differential equa- 
tion 
where H(“- ‘) denotes the Hasse-Teichmiiller derivative of order 9 - 1, 
which is defined on the field of formal Laurent series lF,(( X-’ )> over [F,{ into 
itself as 
The equation (7) is transformed into a linear system of d equations expressed 
bY 
[N,(r) - 11” = 0, (3) 
where N (r) E Fdxd denotes the Niederreiter matrix. A comparison of the 
solutions’of (8) pq rovides the irreducible factors of r( X> (cf. the mentioned 
papers for details). First in [5] and more generally in [ll] it is pointed out that 
there is also a connection between the factorization methods of Niederreiter 
and Berlekamp. More precisely, 
THEOREM 4.3 (Niederreiter and Gottfert [ll]). 
where U(r) := (ui+j)o G i,l Q d_ 1z 
For the last statement we naturally identify the vector space R with S, and 
regard 5,. co) To, and P as linear mappings from S into itself. If B and B’ are , 
two bases of S = ff:, then we denote by [L]$ the matrix of a given linear 
mapping L : S + S with respect to B and B’. We specify the standard basis 
B := {ei}l~~o’ of S, where e, E [Ft, such that the ith component of e, is one, 
and all others are zero. Then U(r) = [ P-‘Ii, and U(r)-’ = [PIE. By means 
of Theorem 4.1 it follows that 
M4( r) = U(r) Bq( r)TU( r).‘. (9) 
Finally, we derive from Theorem 4.3 and (9) that 
M,,(r) = N,(r)’ 
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holds. Hence, the Niederreiter matrix can be calculated from the information 
given by the power r*( X)4- i; compare (1). 
REMARK 4.2. It is also possible to regard {u,,} as a p-automatic sequence 
(cf. Remark 3.1) and to use the system &(O)(w) = w for the factorization of 
r(X). This has the advantage that we only have to compute T* (X)P- ’ to set 
- (0) up the corresponding matrix. However, to convert 5,. (w) = w into a linear 
system it is necessary to use a normal basis of Fqd z S, which is done in [12] 
in an analogous way. 
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